We apply recent advances in machine learning and computer vision to a central problem in materials informatics: The statistical representation of microstructural images. We use activations in a pre-trained convolutional neural network to provide a high-dimensional characterization of a set of synthetic microstructural images. Next, we use manifold learning to obtain a low-dimensional embedding of this statistical characterization. We show that the low-dimensional embedding extracts the parameters used to generate the images. According to a variety of metrics, the convolutional neural network method yields dramatically better embeddings than the analogous method derived from two-point correlations alone. *
I. INTRODUCTION
A central problem in materials design is the analysis, characterization, and control of materials microstructure. Microstructure is generated by non-equilibrium processes during the formation of the material and plays a large role in the bulk material's properties [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
In recent years, machine learning and informatics based approaches to materials design have generated much interest [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Effective statistical representation of microstructure has emerged as an outstanding challenge [11] [12] [13] .
Standard approaches begin with an n-point expansion, and typically truncate at the pair correlation level [14] [15] [16] [17] . Pair correlations can capture information such as the scale of domains in a system, but miss higher order complexities such as the detailed shape of domains or relative orientation of nearby domains [18] [19] [20] [21] . Three-point correlations (and successors) quickly become computationally infeasible, and are not tailored to capture the statistical information of interest. Much current work involves deploying a set of modified two-point correlations to better capture certain microstructural features [16, [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Independently, researchers in machine learning for computer vision have been developing powerful techniques to analyze image content [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have emerged as a particularly powerful tool for image analysis [31] . Of particular interest to materials microstructure analysis is literature regarding texture reconstruction and modeling [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] ; in this context a texture is an image with roughly translation invariant statistics. Indeed, Gatys et al. have recently demonstrated that correlations between CNN activations capture the statistics of textures exceptionally well [37, 38] .
Here, we apply the Gatys et al. CNN texture vector representation of image statistics to the problem of characterizing materials micrographs. The texture vector is a statistical representation of an image derived from the processing of a pre-trained CNN; we use the Visual Geometry Group's VGG-19 network [28] , which has been trained to classify 1.2 million natural images [39] . The ability of the texture vector to capture the complex statistical correlations of microstructure is shown in Fig. 1 : We use the CNN texture vector to characterize an original microstructural image, and then generate a new, random image constrained to the same statistics. It is remarkable that using only a single original image, the algorithm generates texture images nearly indistinguishable to the eye. This success demonstrates the power of transfer learning, i.e., using knowledge gained from one problem to solve a related problem. Crucially, the transfer learning approach works well with very limited data, which may be expensive to collect in the case of materials micrographs. The fidelity in Fig. 1 motivates us to pursue the CNN texture vector as a tool for mapping relationships between materials processing, microstructure, and properties.
As a step towards microstructure analysis, we demonstrate and quantify the ability of the CNN texture vector to extract hidden information from a collection of synthetic texture images. Images in our datasets are generated under different "processing" conditions, i.e. a few generating parameters. The goal is to extract a compact statistical representation of the dataset that captures the relevant statistics associated with the hidden generating parameters-that is, to back out the processing parameters of micrographs directly from the images alone. We accomplish this goal using manifold learning. Despite being very high-dimensional, the CNN texture vector offers a good notion of abstract distance between texture images (i.e. the closer the generating parameters, the smaller the distance between images). We use Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) to embed each image as a point in a lowdimensional manifold such that distances between images are preserved. The structure of the embedded points then reveals information about the set of images. In this work, we show a simple relationship between the embedded coordinates and the generating parameters. More broadly, the technique of dimensionality reduction may serve as the basis for characterization of materials properties that are controlled by complex materials microstructures.
Our approach applies unsupervised learning, a pattern-discovery framework to seek new aspects of microstructure without using labeled data. Other recent applications of machine learning to microstructure have used supervised learning algorithms [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] such as support vector machines and classification trees, which make inferences based on labeled data. Like our work, Ref. 45 using image features extracted from CNNs to aid microstructure analysis; these authors perform microstructure classification without an explicit texture representation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II gives background on recent CNN architectures for image recognition, and specifics of the VGG network. Section III details our algorithms for statistical microstructure analysis and Sec. IV evaluates their accuracy on test datasets. Section V provides discussion and interpretation of our results, and we conclude in Sec. VI.
II. REVIEW OF CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
CNNs have emerged in recent years as state-of-the-art systems for computer vision tasks [26] [27] [28] [29] . They form a modern basis for image recognition and object detection tasks, and in some cases now outperform humans [30, 47] . neuron takes a set of inputs from the previous layer and computes a single output (the activation) to be used as an input in the next layer. Each neuron's activation is constructed as follows: First, the set of inputs is linearly combined into a scalar using a set of weights and shifted using a bias. To this sum, the neuron applies a simple nonlinear map, the activation function, to generate its activation.
In the learning phase, the network is trained by iteratively tuning the weights and biases so that the network better performs a task. Performance of the network is quantified by a scalar objective function. Commonly, a network is trained by supervised learning, in which the network learns a mapping from inputs to outputs using a database of training examples.
In this case, the objective function is a measure of error in the network output summed over all examples of the training set. The objective function is often differentiable and optimized via stochastic gradient descent.
A CNN is a specific type of artificial neural network which is useful for processing data on a spatial and/or temporal grid. The convolutional layers in CNNs impose strong restrictions on the structure of weights: Each layer consists of a bank of trainable filters (sometimes called kernels) that are convolved with activations from the previous layer. The convolution outputs are called activation maps. This technique of constraining and reusing weights is called weight tying. Note that the convolutional structure preserves spatial locality: The activation maps at each convolutional layer are interpretable as images. As in a plain artificial neural network, each pixel in the output image is passed through a nonlinear activation function. CNNs also commonly include pooling layers that effectively coarsegrain the image plane. These layers operate by taking a statistic over a small region of the image plane, such as the maximum of a feature's activations in a 2 × 2 pixel region.
Importantly, the convolutional and pooling layers process the input image in a (nearly) translation equivariant way. This directly encoded translational symmetry is designed to match that of natural images, which as a distribution exhibit repeated patterns centered at a variety of locations. By alternating between sets of convolution and pooling layers, CNNs are able to develop sensitivity to very complex correlations over large length scales, which underlies their strong performance on image recognition tasks.
As in Gatys et al. [37, 38] , our work begins with a normalized version of the Visual Geometry Group's VGG-19 network [28] already trained to classify natural images. The VGG-19 network placed first in localization and second in classification in the ILSVRC 2014 ImageNet Challenge [39] . The VGG network is known for its simple architecture and competitive performance. The convolutional kernels each have a 3 × 3 pixel spatial extent. The nonlinear activation function applied after each convolution is a rectifier (ReLU), f (x) = max(0, x). The convolutional layers are applied in a series of blocks, and between the blocks, pooling layers are applied (in the original network, Max pooling, but here as in Refs. 37 and 38 we use Mean pooling). Blocks one and two contain two convolutions each, and blocks three, four, and five contain four convolutions each. The final stage of the network adds three fully connected layers-these do not directly encode spatial information, and so are not used for translation invariant characterization of images. We used the optimizing compiler Theano [49] and the neural network library Lasagne [50] to implement the CNN methods used in this paper.
III. METHODS

A. CNN texture vector representation of image statistics
Gatys et al. [37, 38] have developed a robust algorithm for statistical analysis of texture images relevant to materials microstructure, which we demonstrated in Fig. 1 . Given an input texture image, the Gatys procedure extracts a texture vector from activations in the convolutional layers. This calculation is summarized in Fig. 2 . Activations in the CNN are denoted by F l ij , where l is the layer index, i is the feature index, and j is the pixel index. At each layer, the Gram matrix captures correlations between feature i and feature k,
(
The summation over pixel index j encodes invariance to translations in the image plane (up to boundary effects). Compared to the mean feature activations j F l ij alone, the Gram matrix offers much richer statistical information [37] . In the following we suppress feature indices i and k and view the Gram matrix, G 
with || · || the Euclidean norm.
l is a normalization factor for the loss on layer l with N l features and M l pixels. The total loss is the weighted sum of layer-wise losses,
In this work we use the VGG network [28] , normalized as in [37, 38] , and apply equal weight (w l = 1) to each of the following layers: "conv1 1", "conv2 1", "conv3 1", "conv4 1", and "conv5 1". It is convenient to define rescaled Gram matrices, 
That is,Ĝ as a function endows two images x i and x j with a Euclidean distance d ij based on their texture representations within the CNN. We will show that this distance is a useful input to machine learning algorithms, and in particular, manifold learning (see Sec. III C).
B. Power spectrum statistics
To benchmark the CNN texture vector representation, we compare it against the power spectrum (PS) associated with two-point correlations in the image. This approach is commonly employed for statistical characterization of microstructure. Our test dataset contains single-component (grayscale) images x i , each represented as a scalar field φ i (r). Assuming translation invariance, the two-point correlation function of φ(r) is
If ensemble averaged, the full set of n-point correlation functions would capture all information about the statistical distribution of images.
The PS (also known as the structure factor) S(q) is the Fourier transform of P 2 , which can be expressed as
whereφ(q) is the Fourier transform of φ(r). For this analysis, we compute the PS after rescaling φ(r) to the range [−1, 1].
To develop low-dimensional representations of microstructures, we require a distance between microstructures. Given two images x i and x j and their respective power spectra S i (q) and S j (q), we obtain a new distance d ij between the images,
which should contrasted with the CNN distance in Eq. (4).
C. Manifold Learning with Multidimensional Scaling
To assess the quality of the texture vectors for characterizing images we perform manifold learning. In this subsection we explore datasets with varying dataset sizes N and noise amplitudes A. We compute distances between the images via the CNN (Sec. III A) and PS (Sec. III B)
methods, then use MDS (Sec. III C) to map the into images into a D * = 2 embedding space.
We quantify reconstruction quality as follows: First, we find the center of mass of all points in the embedded space, and use this as the origin. Second, we calculate angles ϕ i about the origin, which are unique up to a single additive constant c. Finally, we seek a
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Power Spectrum correspondence between the generating angles θ i and the learned values ϕ i /2. The factor of 1/2 is necessary because θ i ranges from 0 to π whereas ϕ i ranges from 0 to 2π. We select the constant c to minimize the root-mean-square error,
Once c is optimized, we use the RMSE to measure the reconstruction quality. Consequently, it becomes increasingly difficult to embed this very high-dimensional manifold using D * = 2, which is reflected in the increasing embedding stress.
C. Three dimensional manifold reconstruction task
Here we embed texture images from all three generating parameters shown in Fig. 3 : the angle 0 ≤ θ < π, scale 5 ≤ k < 15, and noise amplitude 0.5 ≤ A < 2. We generate a dataset of N = 1000 texture images by varying each parameter through 10 equally spaced increments. As before, we determine the distances between images using CNN (Sec. III A) and power spectrum (Sec. III B) methods, then use MDS (Sec. III C) to embed these distances into spaces of varying dimension D * . MDS has learned a representation of the texture images quite faithful to the CNN distances.
Conversely, for the PS method, σ decays very slowly with D * , suggesting that there is no natural low-dimensional embedding manifold.
The panels in Fig. 9 show the CNN method embeddings in a D * = 3 space. The generating parameters A, k, and θ emerge as a nonlinear coordinate system that spans a roughly conical solid in the embedding space. We color panels (a), (b), and (c) according to A, k, and θ, respectively. Figure 9a shows surfaces in which the noise amplitude A is held fixed, and the parameters θ and k are allowed to vary. For each A, the embedded points form an approximately conic surface. Cones with larger A are nested inside of cones with smaller A. Figure 9b shows surfaces in which the scale k is held fixed, allowing A and θ to vary.
Surfaces of constant k are harder to describe, but resemble fragments of conic surfaces with varying angles. Surfaces with smaller k are nested inside of ones with larger k. Figure 9c shows surfaces in which the angle θ is held fixed, allowing A and k to vary. Rotating to a top-down view (Fig. 10) , one observes that θ is very well captured by the azimuthal angle of the cone structure. To quantitatively evaluate the quality of embeddings for general dimension D * , we per- formed linear regression to model the parameters A i and k i for each embedding pointx i : The regression vectors β p and scalars γ p for p ∈ {A, k} were found using ordinary least squares by minimizing
We then assess fit quality using the coefficient of determination,
wherep = i p i /N . An R 2 value of 1 indicates a perfectly linear relationship. Table I shows parameters are nearly orthogonal; the angle between β k and β A is
V. DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of the PS on the angle reconstruction task (see Fig. 6 ) is best for moderate values of the noise, but weak outside of this window. Although we discussed the mechanisms at play, this result is at first counterintuitive; The images consist of perturbed sinusoidal stripes that coincide well the Fourier basis used by the PS. The performance of the CNN texture vector is much better, achieving high accuracy and consistent performance across the spectrum of noise. This can be attributed to several advantages of the CNN-based approach.
First, the CNN uses local filters as opposed to global modes. Global features can suffer from interference effects, where similar small scale features which appear at a large distances from each other can add together destructively. Local features do not suffer from this type of failure mode, and so are more robust to noisy variations in patterns. This is similar to advantages of compact support in wavelet approaches to signal processing, which are well studied [59] . Lastly, the pooling layers in the CNN operate similarly to coarse-graining in physics, and is designed to capture relevant system characteristics while discarding unimportant ones [60] . In the CNN, repeated convolutional and pooling operations effectively implement coarse-graining over multiple layers of abstraction. Features that appear in deeper layers of the CNN have a larger a receptive field (have greater spatial extent), and are more robust to small changes of the input due to the coarse-graining. Thus, larger-scale CNN features are naturally insensitive to smaller-scale texture details, which we believe is key to microstructure analysis as well as computer vision tasks. A trade-off with deep neural networks is that it can be difficult to understand concretely what a particular activation in a CNN represents; however, this is an active area of research [61] [62] [63] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have introduced a method for unsupervised detection of the low-dimensional structure of a distribution of texture images using CNNs. We discuss the uses of this as a framework for the analysis of materials microstructure to learn dimensionality and topology of microstructure families using low-dimensional quantitative descriptions of microstructure.
Compact microstructure characterization forms a platform for the construction of reduced order models that connect processing to microstructure, and microstructure to properties.
This approach is applicable to small data sets, which is an important design factor in materials science and other disciplines where acquiring data can be expensive. Furthermore, automated sample characterization eliminates an element of subjectivity in the scientific process.
A limitation of the transfer learning approach is that it requires a well-trained CNN with applicability to the target domain, which presently limits our analysis to 2-D micrographs.
One path for improvement is to directly train CNNs on a large database of standardized microstructure images. Such a database could also be used to develop latent variable mod-els (e.g. [64] ) that would reflect the microstructural generation process. These end-to-end models would enable direct inference of low-dimensional generating parameters and direct generation of new microstructure image samples.
Another possible approach is to characterize textures using random shallow multi-scale CNNs [65] . This exciting technique may make it possible to apply the CNN approach to other data modalities, e.g. three-dimensional microstructure data [25, 40, 66] and/or grain orientation data [46, 67, 68] , both of which are outside the domain of natural image characterization.
Lastly, we consider the rotation group, which factors into microstructure analysis in at least two ways. Firstly, rotations appear through spatial transformations of the image plane.
The standard CNN architecture does not explicitly incorporate such transformations. This is evident in the small but consistent biases in the angular reconstruction task (see Figs. 5 and 6). However, the relatively strong performance of the network on this task indicates that the network has implicitly learned approximate representations of the rotation group during the training procedure. A second way that the rotation group appears is in grain orientation data. CNNs designed to process RGB images do not directly represent the group structure of crystalline orientations. Further texture characterization work might explicitly incorporate the action of rotations, e.g. building upon Refs. 69-73.
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